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Abstract Physical implementation of modern heterogeneous networks is widely
distributed in geographic space: every network’s resource or component is character-
ized by well-defined logical, functional and spatial position between neighborhoods
and background. This paper focuses on the particularities of architecture of national
level telecommunications management networks (TMN) and systems (TMS) having
control and display functions implemented on the base of proposed geoinformation
model of telecommunications systems. Interactive geoinformation system (GIS) in-
corporated into TMN provides managers with helpful topological information about
absolute positions of network elements and serves as an appropriate workbench for
the relative positioning of distributed network’s resources and displaying their cur-
rent states, trends, statistics and other useful information.

1 Introduction

We are living in the times of very fast development of information systems and commu-
nication technologies. The speed of technical progress in above domains can be surely
expressed in terms of explosion-like evolution. Main trends and roads of modern infor-
mation systems progress can be denoted as having well-defined orientation toward stable
increasing of:

– degree of system’s complexity (sophistication) expressed in contiguous rising up of
intellectual level of systems;

– intensity of systems interaction and co-operation using telecommunications protocols,
interfaces and information exchange channels;

– level of systems integration and convergence via diffusion and reciprocal penetration
of one system into the structure of another;

– degree of human-machine interface naturalization and, in particular, visualization.

The accent of up to date systems designers to natural human visual information process-
ing channels is so high, that such software products as Visual C, Visual BASIC, Visual
Java, other integrated development tools and systems becomes very common. Modern
TMN and TMS must be able to deal visually with a wide range of telecommunication
systems beginning with simple local area networks and ending with global intellectual
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networks, Internet and wide area virtual private corporate networks. One of possible way
of implementation of the TMN visualization paradigm consists in their integration with
geoinformation systems.

2 Telecommunication Management Systems

The concepts of TMN are well defined now at the philosophical and systemological levels
by a number of standardization background works made last years by ITU-T (CCITT), OSI
[1] and by practical implementations of such industry well-known network management
systems as [2]:

– OpenView (Hewlett-Packard),

– Spectrum (Cabletron),

– NetView (Tivoli)

– SystemView for AIX (IBM),

– NetWare Management System (Novell) etc.

Most of above-mentioned systems have rudimental real-space network topology presenta-
tion tools mostly based on using bitmap images of appropriate geographical background.

General benefits and positive results of TMN’s introduction are reflected in improvements
of quality of service provided by:

precise accounting of the network resources existence, their availability, degree of using,
past and current technical states;

Figure 1: Relationship between TN and TMN

– main network’s resources performance measurements and monitoring;

– automated control of critical network elements parameters;

– anomalies, defects, failures, faults detection, operative supervision and fast trou-
bleshooting;
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– operative redistribution and rerouting of such network’s branches as been lost or su-
percharged by information flows;

– centralized reliable and objective networks security monitoring and providing.

The relationship between managed heterogeneus Telecommunication Network (TN) and
TMN from the top abstraction point of view is reflected on fig. 1.

Object under management (TN) consists of a set of two kinds of network nodes:

– end-point network nodes like Points of Presence of Internet Service Providers, Public
or Private Automated Branch Exchanges {Ex} etc.

– intermediate network nodes as part of Transmission System {TS} like routing and
switch systems, time-domain or frequency-domain multiplexing systems, etc.
and

– a system of telecommunications transport links, that uses cooper wire, fiber optics,
radio-ether and other signal transport media.

Every significant networking component from both kinds of network nodes must be con-
nected to TMN using management agents contained in Network Elements (NE) or Q-
Adapters (QA). The processes of telecommunications management are performed by a set
of distributed Operations Systems (OS) that can work full automatically and Work Stations
(WS), that uses human interaction with managed objects. Overall connectivity between
TMN and TN components is provided by core Data Communications Network (DCN).

Figure 2: The structure of TMN

The structure of TMN is shown on fig. 2. It contains a set of distributed functional blocks
that interacts using different kinds of interfaces, named reference points. The typical
functional blocks are:
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NE - managed network elements, that are generically equipped with management agent
functionality capable to generate report information about current state of managed ele-
ment and to change its parameters and/or structure under external control instructions, got
from OS or WS.

QA - management agent, connected to such network elements that generically are not
equipped with TMN interface capabilities. Performs same functions as agent from NE.

MF - Mediation Function block is mounted on the information transport paths of TMN
as special processing units that can make integration, filtering, level selection, buffering
or other kinds of intermediate information transforming.

OS - operations system block perform main automatic information retrieving and control
functions of TMN

WS - work station block is used to make information processing on the presentation level
of OSI ISO stack of protocols. Here is the place, where GIS can radically enhance the
quality of object under management presentation.

DCN - a backbone digital network usually realized as TCP/IP, Frame Relay, ATM or other
protocol based WAN.

The q3reference point is defined between OS functional block and next types of blocks:
NE, QA and MD. This interface uses full stack of 7 layers of ISO OSI reference model for
information transport. Practically next communication and management techniques are
widely used: TCP/IP, CMIP, FTAM, HTTP, DCOM, CORBA, SOAP etc.

The qx reference point is defined as interface between MD and NE or MD and QA
functional blocks. Information flows connected with workstations WS passes through
reference points of f type. Interaction of QA functional blocks with managed network
object is made by m type of reference point. Interconnections between TMNs situated on
different domains are made via reference points of x category. Different kinds of external
information viewers and demonstrators are connected to appropriate workstation using
reference points of g type.

From the functional point of view typical subsystems of common TMN must be able to
do at least next generic categories of management operations [1], [3]:

– performance management;

– fault management;

– configuration management;

– account management and

– security management.

Most of above functions have very clear spatial characteristics that need to be encountered
during making management procedures. The common way to solve management problems
consists in using distributed TMN agents and sniffers as important information collection,
control and test elements mounted in NE or QA functional blocks [2].
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3 Geographical Information Systems
Native geographical information systems were initially created for such narrow "geomet-
rical" purposes as earth/land natural objects digital mapping used for computerized para-
metric and graphic processing and analysis (viewing, measuring, statistics retrieving).

The advantages of GIS implementations as new branch of information technologies be-
comes so attractive, that many business and government organizations turned their atten-
tion to GIS in order to use them in practical application of geographically based domains:
transport, emergency, healthcare, insurance, telecommunications, commerce, banking, etc.

There is significant number of general-purpose GIS systems available on software market
now [4]:

– MapInfo and MapX (MapInfo Corporation),
– ARC/INFO and ArcView (ESRI),
– AutoCad Map and Autodesk World (Autodesk),
– WinGIS,
– GeoGraph.

Part of above products has redundant functions for using in TMN, but all are equipped
with very important functional capabilities discussed later.

4 TMN and GIS integration
One of the most important problems of TMN practical implementation consists in making
right choice in building appropriate user interface for control and service centers engineers
and operators. Information technology used for TMN can be generally presented at the
common databases/tables level (MIB - Management Information Bases e.g.) that is quite
simple but, however, has in this case a reduced intellectual level of presentation of data
that have well-defined graph-oriented nature. Persons who must monitor or reconstruct
network topology using tables-only approach must have perfect spatial imagination skills
in order to perform correct interpretation of tabular data in graphical and spatial forms.

Using pseudo-graphics technique is a better choice than of tabular only and is frequently
implemented in a number of simple LAN managers. However such solutions cannot satisfy
more fine engineering and ergonomic needs.

Common 2D/3D graphics tools are closest to TMN needs but they have no special real-
space presentation mechanisms that have been developed during GIS evolution.

Best choice can be made from the range of modern desktop CAD or geoinformation sys-
tems. Using GIS tools integrated into TMN architecture at the control and monitor level
on reference point f can give a range of convenient, perfect and natural visual presenta-
tion instruments, necessary to perform network reconfiguration tasks, faults localization
procedures, security management etc.

For better understanding the advantages of such architecture it is necessary to introduce
the geoinformation model of telecommunications resources. An informal description of
its basic cornerstones is presented below. Conceptually such model can be viewed as a
superposed set of filled multi-layered maps. At least two kinds of GIS maps are proposed:
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– General View (GV) maps;
– Detailed View (DV) maps.

Both kinds of above maps uses a background layer, having country and districts/regions
borders, pointed cities and villages, roads, railroads, water objects, their names or links
to the tables with geographical objects describers (fig3.).

Figure 3: Structured background map of Moldova

It is recommended to place such objects in separate layers and to program the possibility
of their hide/show/selection by TMN WS operators.

Main purpose of GV maps is to make an overall presentation and monitoring of the net-
work’s under management topology and general state. They are constructed using next
rules (fig. 4.):

1. If some geographically distinct compact region R i contains any managed telecommu-
nication hardware unit Hi, a point Pi from such region is selected as representative
point Pi(Xi,Yi) and is picked on the general map as a symbol accompanied with
its personal identifier and address pointers both to associated DV map’s object and
to associated database containing its description. Here X and Y are respective geo-
graphical coordinates of longitude and latitude of every representative point of some
regionally/surface distributed objects.

2. If at least one informational link or telecommunication channel exists between a pair
of network distributed hardware placed at points P i and Pj , such pair is line-marked
as
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Lk= {Pi (Xi,Yi), Pj(Xj ,Yj)}.
3. If a number of hardware elements that belongs to one class of elements are present

on the same region on the general map they are not distinguished on this level and
have the same representative point. In similar way multiple links between same pair
of points are presented by single line. Such kind of reflection of particular objects into
representative points is known as surjective projection.

4. An additional rule of transitive generalization can be also applied:
If some network element is of secondary importance (amplifiers or data regenerators
e.g.) such element can be omitted from the representative lines.

Figure 4: Principles of DV map construction

In order to emphasize alerts, faulty states of network under management elements different
kinds of lines and symbols shapes, colors and/or dynamics can be used to attract the
attention of the in-service persons.

The purpose of DV maps is to perform precise network resources account, states monitor
and troubleshooting. Such maps can consists of a set of superposed stacks and layers:

– physical resources stack;

– signals processing stack;

– activity statistics stack.

Physical resources stack must reflect details of physical network resources and their tech-
nical states. It can be divided into:

– network element’s positions layer, having icon/pictogram presentation, which must
show types and names of network elements;

– signal transport system details layer having own presentation for every kind of trans-
port elements: symmetric pair cables, coaxial cables, fiber optic, radio-relay links
etc.;

– maintenance agents positions layer;

– service centers positions layer;

– technical states report layer showing in-service, out-of-service, alarm, restoration,
planning and other states;
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Signal processing stack must reflect signal transformation ways in order to aid technical
service personnel to find exact positions of defected elements. Functional structure of such
equipment as channel/group/supergroup translators and multiplexors, digital switches, line
and exchange terminals etc. must have icons and positions presentation together with
information exchange ways.

Activity statistics stack must have layers containing tools necessary for graphical presen-
tation of relative and absolute values of traffic, faults, supercharges and other statistics
(histograms, sector diagrams etc.).

The most important features that must be provided by GIS for TMN purposes are listed
below:

– navigation in a layer;
– navigation between layers;
– show/hide layers;
– zoom-in and zoom-out of views;
– clone views;
– details show/hide during scale changes when zooming;
– put/remove objects;
– prune/graft/move/edit of telecommunications links;
– lines and surfaces parameters measurements;
– tabular and graphic information integration and processing.

Figure 5: GIS-enhanced management

Such instruments are better to be realized as visual TMN control toolboxes and/or toolbars.
It is also very important to provide embedding capabilities and OLE Automation or COM
technologies support. Interpretation of information flows directed from TMN agents to
Work Stations via appropriate MIB database must be made using geo-spatial data stored
in GIS database (fig. 5).

An example of GV map given from top level TMN presentation of country-wide backbone
telecommunications of Moldova is presented on fig. 6.
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Figure 6: Example of general view map

Different shapes of symbols are used in order to distinguish different types of network
nodes. Every subsystem of transmission system uses its own color of generalized lines.

In order to reflect a spatial orientation of relative positions of managed objects against
background mangers can combine general view maps with background general geography
maps. A sample of such kind of view is shown on fig. 7.

Figure 7: Example of combined map

Here positions of managed network nodes are presented against localities and region pro-
files, railroads and rivers.
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Figure 8: Regional transmission subsystem

Detailed view maps can be very different depending on type of reflected functional sub-
systems under management and current TMN tasks. Not all objects at this level must
have real geographical presentation. Some graphic elements can be shown as logical el-
ements of functional schemas or another abstractions. Functional capabilities of modern
GIS gives the possibility to combine vectored maps with pointers to bitmap images and
multimedia files of real engineering aspects of construction of managed objects. For exam-
ple, a subsystem of regional transmission system having simplex multiplexed connectivity
is presented on fig. 8. Network nodes shown here as circular regions represents some mul-
tiplexing equipment, having unidirectional connecti-vity with neighbors. Black dots inside
every circle shows the positions of alarm lights that can changes their colors when fault
alert is coming from monitored node. Only centers of circles here have real geographic
coordinates. The rest of parameters are abstractions of logical diagram.

By clicking on different geographic objects of maps operators can retrieve information
about their spatial, quantitative and tabular characteristics. The event of map object selec-
tion can be connected to some management procedure start in order to generate thematic
spatially distributed information.

For example, selection of such network elements as router or switch object can produces a
thematic labeling of every node with his current traffic level in the form of bar diagrams
(fig. 9).

TMN agents are capable to collect detailed information about performance and quality
of telecommunication services that also can be used for generation of respective thematic
maps. Usually, such kind of information is preliminarily processed by statistics retrieving
procedures and level filtering procedures, performed by MF blocks of TMN. For example,
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Figure 9: Bar diagram map labeled with exchange capacity

a clip region gotten from the map of Moldova is pie-style labeled with the values of ASR
- Answers to Seizure Ratio, statistically obtained from the registration of 1-hour activity
of regional exchange measured in outgoing direction toward rural directions. The centers
of pie circles are placed on geographical centroids of every village profile (fig. 10).

Figure 10: ASR pie diagram labeled map

Integral values of quality of telecommunications services can be expressed in very sophis-
ticated manner using systems of complex calculations. The results of such calculations
must be normalized and the general factor of quality can be expressed as multi-level value,
that can be appreciated for every of served regions. In order to facilitate spatial analysis
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of integral quality information GIS can generate dynamic layers, colored for example, ac-
cording to the legend of quality of service levels qualifiers. For example, the quality of
telecommunications services of every region of Moldova is appreciated every new hour
at every national-wide exchange. The results of appreciation are used for generation of
colored map layer (fig. 11).

Figure 11: Distributed Quality of Service map

Regions having values of QoS below admissible critical levels are red-colored while those
with perfect QoS are green-colored. Intermediate values are colored differently.

5 Conclusion

Geoinformation systems incorporated into architecture of telecommunications manage-
ment systems gives the possibility to significantly increase integral efficiency and spatial
accuracy of management procedures. Networks under management configuration and cur-
rent state monitoring become spatially "natural" for managers. They can easy browse
inside managed object space. GIS also provides good possibilities for networks topology
optimization and future planning.
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